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Abstract

Australian real property law though based on British law is effected by a myriad of statutes and authorities
which prescribe subtle variations between each state jurisdiction. As a result it is with considerable respect for
the fortitude and application of the authors that one approaches a review of the recently published ’Australian
Real Property Law'.
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by Adrian ] Bradbrook, Susan V McCaJJum
& Anthony P Mogre
The Law Book Company Limited ! 991,800 pages.
by
Michael J Weir
Assistant Professor of Law
School of Law; Bond University

Australian real property law though based on British law is effect
myriad of statutes and authorities which prescribe subtle variations b
each state jurisdiction. As a result it is with considerable respect
fortitude and application of the authors that one approaches a review
recently published ’Australian Real Property Law’. The preface rev
authors as intending:

to provide a succinct but comprehensive account of Australian real p
law. Over the past 15 years there have been numerous text books pun
Australia on a wide variety of mainstream legal subjects. The stage
been reached where Australian textbooks have largely supplan
traditional retiance placed by legal practitioners and law students on
text books. One area where this has not occurred is real property law
extensive use is still made of text books such as Megarry and Wade,
of Real Property and Cheshire and Bum, The Modem Law of Real
These texts have also had to be used with caution because of som
differences between real property law in the two countries. Ever kn
differences er~hance the need for a purely Australian book on reat prop

Certainly the treatment of the topics dealt with by the text is succi
the text written in an easy to read style distinct from the sometime
prose of many legal tomes. It is satisfying to be able to refer to a t
does not constantly refer to English statutes and doctrines of little re
to Australian law. Often the task of an Australian reader in using
land law texts is to differentiate those pm~ts of the book which de
exclusively English law while endeavouring to sift out the m
applicable law o

Perhaps the most evident feature of the work is the treatment of topi
assigned to more specialised texts such as Aboriginal Land Rights (
1), Retirement Villages (Chapter 13) and Time Sharing (Chapter 13)
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These topics are not the stuff of traditional law texts which have tende
emphasize broader areas of interest with emphasis on historical aspect
the development of land law. The deletion of much historical deta
interesting part of traditional texts on land law is not of major concern a
material can be sourced from the more familiar texts which witl continu
occupy hallowed niches in our bookcases. In a book that attempts to co
atl 8 jurisdictions such an emphasis is understandable and prob
necessary.

As a teaching tool the book can be deemed a success as it gives a studen
good grounding in basic principles important in undergraduate studies
providing a helpfu! up-to-date edition for a practitioners library.

If there is any room for criticism it is perhaps the too brief account of
Torrens System. This may be a function of the breadth of the topics sou
to be covered, however, as this is in most parts of Australia the domi
form of ownership (and in Queensland now virtually the only freehold
of ownership) a more complete discussion of the area could
advantageous. From the stand-point of a Queensland teacher a
practitioner further reference to more localised text would be necessar
ensure coverage of the local law. An example of this is the non treatmen
an important area of law and a number of recent cases dealing with t
protection of options in registered leases such as Re Davies;1 and R
Jersey? To deal with those issues would provide a more complete discus
of the Torrens System for a Queensland user. Perhaps this aspect can
dealt with in subsequent editions.

In general the text book is a success in the objective it sought to achi
and will be a useful teaching tool as well as a worthy addition
professional tibrary.
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